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Abstract 

In recent years Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is the epochal information technology applications for the 
supply chain processes optimization. More and more researchers of e-Supply Chain Management (e-SCM) have 
devoted to measure accurately the RFID implementation benefit. This research investigates the variability and 
dynamics of multi-level supply chain and proposes insights into how to manage relevant supply chain factors to 
exterminate or reduce system instability. In addition, we adopted the beer distribution model to construct the 
simulation model to describe the multi-level supply chain and utilized the Hurst Exponent to analyze the 
dynamics behavior of inventory under different factors that include lead time, demand pattern, information 
sharing, and RFID utilization effectualness. The results revealed that lead time and RFID utilization 
effectualness influence crucially the inventory dynamics under the stock and supply line discrepancies of 
determined parameters. These indicated that a significant influence of the RFID utilization effectualness on 
inventory stability, as well as in providing an effectual RFID utilization investment and implementation mode 
and strategy to managers. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years the globalization and specialization of business mode has apparently been general in more 
enterprises, managers continuously have dedicated numerous capital and integrated distributed resources to 
improve their supply chain efficacy. The supply chain system is more complex because it implicates a linked 
series of multiple entities surrounding value adding activities and goods shipping operations from the process of 
manufacture and distribution. There are numerous uncertainties such as delivery uncertainty, manufacture 
uncertainty, and demand uncertainty in the complex system (Simchi-Levi et al., 2000). For the purpose of 
uncertainty decreasing and operation efficacy improving in this complex supply chain, managers dedicated 
efforts to seek the optimal supply chain, hence the supply chains management (SCM) has been getting 
considerable attentions not only from the practice but also from academia (Cooper et al., 1997; Malik et al., 2011; 
Tracey et al., 2005).  

Information technology (IT) has been widely utilized in supply chains business to respond rapidly market 
dynamics (Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2004; Raghunathan & Madey, 1999; Tumaini Mujuni Katunzi, 2011; Yee, 
2005). Especially, the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology, that is an automatic identification 
technology which is composed of tags, reader, middleware, and enterprise application systems (e.g., ERP), is 
getting considerable attentions in the e-supply chains domain. For ascendancy of RFID, it mainly provide a 
real-time tracking for considerable objects, promote operation efficiency and accuracy, increase supply chain 
visibility, and reduce reserves and delivery cost (Li et al., 2006; Prater et al., 2006). 

RFID in SCM have paid significant attention in supply chain practice and academia over the last few years, 
nevertheless, these literatures is limited. These literatures mainly focus on inventory management, manufacturing, 
object tracking, logistics, etc. (Gaukler et al., 2007). In these academic literatures, they mainly adopt case studies 
(Demiralp et al., 2012; Tzeng et al., 2008), experiments (Wang et al., 2007), analytical models (Heese, 2007; 
Szmerekovsky & Zhang, 2008; Szmerekovsky et al., 2011; Zhou, 2009), and simulations (Basinger, 2006; 
Fleisch & Tellkamp, 2005; Lee et al., 2004; Leung et al., 2007; Ustundag, 2009) to investigate the potential 
benefit and effect of RFID for SCM. To aim at these simulation researches, the primary limitation is that the 
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assumption of perfect RFID which can eliminate all inefficiency and inaccuracy problems to obliterate 
misplacements, shipment errors, and stealing in supply chains. In the real RFID applications in supply chain, 
read rate and system integration for current RFID technology and applications are not unexceptionable. The read 
rate of RFID is easily affected by liquid, other electromagnetic wave, and metal around space. Reading 
performances is disturbed and the efficiency of supply chain operations become worse when RFID readers 
cannot receive return message from tags under these obstructions. Additionally, integration of enterprise 
application systems and RFID systems is an essential factor for RFID utilization effectualness. 

In this regard, the research intends to investigate the chaotic behaviors and dynamics of multi-level supply chains 
under various factors (demand pattern, demand-information sharing, lead time, and degree of RFID utilization 
effectualness) and determined parameters (stock and supply line of regressive expectation) through the famous 
beer distribution simulation model (Jarmain, 1963). The objective of this paper is that intends to construct the 
simulation model to observe and analyze the impacts of RFID utilization effectualness on the inventory cost 
dynamics across all supply chain levels through the Hurst Exponent. 

2. The Simulation Model and Chaos Characterization 

The beer distribution supply chain model is originated by MIT Sloan School of Management (Jarmain, 1963). It 
is a practicable simplification of the multi-level supply chain, which consists of four multiple entities levels that 
include that factory, distributor, wholesaler, and retailer, this is expressed in Figure 1. In this model, there are two 
circulation follows that include orders and products. In the orders follow, retailer must estimate the future 
customers’ demands and place timely order to wholesaler to ensure that retailer’s inventory can suffice 
continuously demand. Wholesaler determines how many units to order from a distributor and the distributor 
places an order to a factory. The factory determines how many units to manufacture production according to 
related intelligence and distributor’s orders. In addition, the products flow is a process that factory deliver 
products or goods to retailer. Finally, customers purchase goods in retailer. 

 

 
Figure 1. The framework of multi-level supply chain 

 

An important concept in supply chain is the time delays, which is involved in the orders transmission delays, the 
production transmission delays, and the products shipment delays. These based assumptions of the beer 
distribution simulation model include that the customers’ demand is exogenous and is generated by the step 
function (this is expressed in Figure 3). The orders transmission delays and the products shipment delays are two 
kinds of main delay between two successive levels. Besides, the unlimited production capacity and the three time 
periods of production time. The beer distribution simulation model is regulated by the following rules: (1) 
Unfilled orders are kept in backlog and shall be filled when the inventory is sufficient; (2) Orders must be filled 
if inventory is sufficient; (3) Shipments cannot be returned and placed orders cannot be cancelled. 

2.1 System Dynamics of the Supply Chain Model 

Main decision variable for all entities in the simulation model is the number of units to be ordered in each period. 
Managers must make order decision to keep the minimum inventory holding costs. This decision making is 
based on information, such as incoming shipments, expected orders, backlog, and the desired and actual 
inventory levels. In the beer distribution simulation model, the objective is to minimize supply chain costs that 
are composed of the stockout cost and the inventory holding cost. The stockout cost is double of the inventory 
holding cost. Finally, there is no demand information sharing in the beer distribution simulation model, hence, 
each supply chain level manage do not know how the time delays, do not know the state of other supply chain 
levels and do not know system structure affect the dynamics. 

Sterman(1989) proposed the ordering heuristic to anchor and adjust stock management heuristic. The ordering 
heuristic is introduced to facilitate the model description by the following equations. 

The equations of the order quantity at time tO  for each entity can be defined as follows: 

Retailer Wholesaler Distributor Factory Customers Suppliers

Products

Orders
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The indicated order rate at time tIO  is composed by the actual demand at time tL , the dissimilarity between 
desired and actual stock at time tAS , and the dissimilarity between desired and actual supply line at time tASL . 
There is an adaptive expectation in the expectancy of each decision makers, the equations of the expected 
demand at time 

t

eL  can be defined as follows: 

11 (1 ) , 0 1
t t

e e
tL L L  

                                 (2) 

In this equation,   is the weight factor that determines velocity of updated expectations for expected losses 
from the stock. 

The equations of tAS for each entity can be defined as follows: 

*( ), 0 1t tAS A S S A                                     (3) 

In this equation, the determined parameter A  is the discrepancy elimination between actual stock levels at time 
tS  and desired stock levels *S .  

The equations of tASL for each entity can be defined as follows: 

*( ), 0 1, usually t tASL B SL SL B B A                       (4) 

In this equation, the determined parameter B  is the discrepancy elimination between the actual supply line at 
time tSL  and desired supply line *SL . 

Various ordering heuristic can be presented by these determined parameters setting. This study investigated the 
dynamics behavior of inventory under each ordering heuristic. 

2.2 Hurst Exponent 

The supply chain system is a representative of the non-linear dynamic, complex, and uncertain system that is 
originated from numerous uncertainty types, time delay, and feedback processes between entities. Chaos theory 
is related to chaotic behavior identification in a deterministic nonlinear system through the mathematical 
methodology and principles (Williams, 1997). These widely quantitative methods of the chaos identification and 
characterization include the correlation dimension, entropy, Hurst exponent, and Lyapunov exponent (Sprott & 
Rowlands, 1995). Particularly, since Hurst exponent is robust with few assumptions about underlying system and 
has broad applicability for nonlinear time series behavior analysis in finance (Corazza & Malliaris, 2002; Grech 
& Mazur, 2004; Dominique, 2012). 

The Hurst exponent is proposed by Hurst (1951) for use in fractal analysis and a measure of long term memory 
of time series. It relates to the autocorrelations of the time series, and the rate at which these decrease as the lag 
between pairs of values increases. The Hurst exponent ( H ) is defined in terms of the asymptotic behaviour of 
the rescaled range as a function of the time span of a time series (Feder, 1988). Therefore, it can be calculated by 
rescaled range analysis (R/S analysis). For a time series, 1 2{ , , ...., }nX X X , R/S analysis method is as follows: 

(1) Calculate mean value m  of time series.   

1

1 n

i
i

m X
n 

 
                                            (5) 

(2) Calculate mean adjusted series Yt  

, 1, 2,...,t tY X m t n                                    (6) 

(3) Calculate cumulative deviate series Zt  

1

t

t i
i

Z Y


                                                (7) 
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(4) Calculate range series Rt  

1 2 1 2max( , ,..., ) min( , ,..., )t t tR Z Z Z Z Z Z                      (8) 

(5) Calculate standard deviation series St  
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                  (9) 

(6) Calculate rescaled range series (R/S)t  

( / ) /t t tR S R S                                         (10) 

(7) Hurst found that (R/S) scales by power-law as time increases, which indicates ( / ) tH
tR S c t  , Here c is a 

constant (c0.5) and Ht is called the Hurst exponent in t, 
log( / )

log( /2)
t t

t

R S
H

t
  

(8) Calculate the Hurst exponent for time series 1 2{ , ,...., }nX X X , t nH H   

The values of the Hurst exponent range between 0 and 1, a time series can be classified into three categories. (1) 
0 .5H  indicates a random distribution indistinguishable from noise. (2) 0 0 .5H   indicates the system 

shows non-linear dynamics and it is an anti-persistent series(more chaotic). (3) 0 .5 1 .0H   indicates the 
system shows non-linear dynamics and it is a persistent series (less chaotic). 

These advantages of Hurst exponent include that the based assumption is simple and its validity is more stable 
and robust for numerous types of time series (Corazza & Malliaris, 2002; Grech & Mazur, 2004; Dominique, 
2012). Therefore, the financial researches adopted minutely the Hurst exponent to analyze their financial time 
series data. Based on these advantages, this study adopted the Hurst exponent to identify the dynamics behavior 
of inventory under each ordering heuristic and different factors. 

3. Supply Chain Factors 

3.1 Demand Pattern 

Demand of commodities signifies the craving supported by the required purchasing power. Demand refers to the 
quantity of commodities that people are ready and in a situation to buy at a definite price. The demand pattern is 
a reflection that is generated from sales strategy of the commodity or market mechanism (such as sales 
promotions and price reductions). There are mainly two types of demand patterns (e.g., Step function and 
Broad-Pulse function) in the beer distribution simulation model. As sales promotions and price reductions have 
occurred in an extensive period of time, the demand may jump to a higher level also for an extended period of 
time; the demand function will appear like the step function. On the contrary, the broad pulse function is 
generated in the situation that is the demand stimuli increase are rather temporary and the demand increase for a 
short period of time. These demand patterns of the step function and broad pulse function are illustrated in 
Figure 3. 

The step function in this study, we set that the original demand level is four units before fifth period from the 
simulation beginning and the shifted level is eight units after the fifth period to the simulation ending, as 
illustrated in Figure 4(a).  

Additionally, the broad pulse function in this paper, we set that the original demand level is four units before 
fifth period from the simulation beginning, the first shifted level is eight units after the fifth period to the 500th 
period, the second shifted level is four units after the 500th period to the 1000th period, the third shifted level is 
eight units after the 1000th period to the 1500th period, the final shifted level is four units after the 1500th period 
to the simulation ending, as illustrated in Figure 4(b). 

3.2 Lead Time 

The lead time includes the orders transmission delays and the products shipment delays between two seriate 
levels. In this study considered the differentiation of lead time length that include short lead time and long lead 
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time. The he products shipment delays are set as one time period in the short lead time and are set as two time 
period in the short lead time. The orders transmission delays are set as one time period in all kinds of lead time. 

 

  

Figure 3. The diagram of demand patterns 

     

3.3 Demand Information Sharing 

In the original beer distribution simulation model, no customers’ demand information sharing is considered. As 
IT application in supply chain increase, information sharing with IT becomes more widespread and cost of 
information sharing is significantly down. This study considered the differentiation of setting into sharing 
demand information and no sharing. The sharing information, the customer’s demand information must be 
shared from retail to other entities. Therefore, these entities' decision makers can reference the customers’ 
demand information to make the order decision. 

3.4 RFID Utilization Effectualness 

Sahin and Dallery (2009) and Ustundag and Tanyas (2009) surveyed numerous academic literatures that are 
related to the topic of inventory management. These literatures indicated that deficient shipment, stealing, and 
misplacement are major causes of the inaccuracy inventory. Ustundag and Tanyas (2009) set these rates of three 
error types for with RFID and without RFID in Table 1. 

The above mentioned setting of the research, it show that numerous RFID researches are only concerned “With 
RFID” and “Without RFID” and the “With RFID” is assumed that the perfect RFID. Unfortunately, in an actual 
RFID application, the perfect RFID is extremely difficult because the read rate of RFID is influenced by some 
interference sources (the read rate is not 100%) and the fitness of RFID system for business process systems in 
enterprises is not completely appropriate. Therefore, the grade of RFID utilization effectualness can influence the 
supply chains efficiency and efficacy and this is affected by the read rate of RFID and the fitness of RFID system 
for business process systems. The worse read rate of RFID and the worse fitness of RFID system for business 
process systems can increase the length of lead time and influence the operation efficiency in supply chain. 
Therefore, this study considered various circumstances of the RFID utilization effectualness to survey the 
dynamics behavior of inventory under each situation. 

Demand 

5         500        1000       1500     2000 

Figure 4(b). The diagram of the broad pulse function in this research setting 

Time

5         Time
Figure 4(a). The diagram of the step function in this research setting 

Demand 

Time 
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Demand 
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Table 1. The setting values of rates of error types for the RFID utilization 

RFID utilization Error type 

Deficient shipment(%) Stealing(%) Misplacement(%) 

With RFID 0 0 0 

Without RFID 0.3 0.5 2 

 

These circumstances of the RFID utilization effectualness include that “The perfect RFID situation”, “The better 
read rate and better fitness of RFID system situation”, “The better read rate and worse fitness of RFID system 
situation”, “The worse read rate and better fitness of RFID system situation”, “The worse read rate and worse 
fitness of RFID system situation”, and “The without RFID situation”. These circumstances of the RFID 
utilization effectualness can result various rates of deficient shipment, stealing, and misplacement. The setting 
values of rates of error types for the RFID utilization effectualness is presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. The rates of error types for each circumstances of the RFID utilization effectualness 

Circumstances of the RFID 
utilization effectualness 

Read rate(%)
Deficient 

shipment(%)
Stealing(%) Misplacement(%)

The perfect RFID situation 100 0 0 0 

The better read rate and better 
fitness of RFID system situation 

80 0.03 0.05 0.5 

The better read rate and worse 
fitness of RFID system situation 

80 0.1 0.2 1 

The worse read rate and better 
fitness of RFID system situation 

30 0.03 0.05 0.5 

The worse read rate and worse 
fitness of RFID system situation 

30 0.1 0.2 1 

Without RFID 0 0.3 0.5 2 

 
4. Research Design and Analysis 

The scenarios of this study are composed by two types of demand patterns (Step function and Broad Pulse 
function), two kinds of lead time length (Short lead time and Long lead time), two options of demand 
information sharing (Share and not share), 6 circumstances of RFID utilization effectualness and four multiple 
entities levels (Factory, Distributor, Wholesaler, and Retailer), hence, there are 192 scenarios in this simulation. 
The coding table of simulation scenario is shown in the Appendix A. 

The simulation model of this study is based on the beer distribution model. Hence, these equations, settings, and 
initial parameters values of beer distribution model and parameters of RFID utilization effectualness are entered 
in our simulation model. The detailed description of these settings, initial parameters values and equations in our 
simulation model is shown in the Appendix B. Our simulation model is constructed by Vensim that is the 
well-known system dynamics simulation software. We observed and analyzed the inventory dynamic behavior 
by 65 parameter sets of ordering heuristic (an increment of 0.1 from 0 to 1 for A  and B , and  A B ) for 
each scenario (The total of simulation cases are 12480) and 2000 time periods run time for each simulation case. 
In order to decrease the degree of complex in our analysis, we clustered ordering decisions (parameter sets) into 
several different groups with K-means. The clustering criteria are based on two rules: (1) Dynamics of ordering 
decisions (parameter sets) are similar in the same group; (2) These group size of each groups should be 
reasonably manageable. The size of ordering decisions for each group is expressed in Table 3. 
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Table 3. The result of ordering decisions clustering 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Size 3 5 2 4 3 4 7 13 5 6 13 

 

5. Results of Simulation 

Through the observation of the average of Hurst exponents for the inventory dynamics, this study investigated 
the effects of RFID utilization effectualness on the inventory. In the without RFID circumstances, the average of 
Hurst exponents is shown in the Figure 5(a) and Figure 5 (b). Greater parts of the average of Hurst exponents are 
closely 0 in Group 1-6 and some of the average of Hurst exponents is greater than 0 in Group 7-11. The result of 
the Figure 5(a) implies that the inventory dynamic is extremely chaotic and unstable in Group 1-6, the ordering 
heuristic of which are 0 .4 1 .0A   and 0 0 .5B  . This finding is indicated that the enormous disparity 
between these determined parameters can cause the inventory to be more instable, hence in order to avoid the 
unstable supply chain, managers should select the determined parameters of upper Groups (Group 7-11). Next 
the following analysis, we mainly focused on lower groups (Group 1-6), that typically exhibit chaotic behaviors, 
to investigate the effects of supply chain factors. 

 

 
Figure 5(a). The average of the Hurst exponents under without RFID in Group 1- Group 6  

 

  
Figure 5(b). The average of the Hurst exponents under without RFID in Group 7- Group 11  

 

Exposing the effects of the RFID utilization effectualness on the inventory, we demonstrated the average of the 
Hurst exponents in other circumstances of RFID utilization effectualness that include “The perfect RFID” (C2), 
“The better read rate and better RFID system integration” (C3), “The better read rate and worse RFID system 
integration” (C4), “The worse read rate and better RFID system integration” (C5), and “The worse read rate and 
worse RFID system integration” (C6), in Group 1-6 (Figure 6(a)- Figure 6(e)) and compared with the without 
RFID (C1). 

The results show that the RFID utilization effectualness and inventory stability are significantly related. The 
grade of RFID utilization effectualness is better that the supply chain network of inventory is more stable (the 
greater part of the average of Hurst exponents is > 0.5). Conversely, the grade of RFID utilization effectualness 
is worse than the amount of the average of Hurst exponents is substantially increased. 
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Figure 6(a). The average of the Hurst exponents for C2 in Group 1-6 

 

 
Figure 6(b). The average of the Hurst exponents for C3 in Group 1-6 

 

 
Figure 6(c). The average of the Hurst exponents for C4 in Group 1-6 

 

 

Figure 6(d). The average of the Hurst exponents for C5 in Group 1-6 
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Figure 6(e). The average of the Hurst exponents for C6 in Group 1-6 

 

Next the following analysis, we explored the main effect of each supply chain factors and the interaction affects 
of between RFID utilization effectualness and other supply chain factors on the effective inventories. The benefit 
of this analysis is the understanding effect of each supply chain factors for the practice of RFID investment in the 
supply chain management. This paper utilized the analysis of variance (ANOVA) to explore the main effect and 
interactions effect for each groups. The result is summarized in the Appendix C and discussions as follows. 

5.1 Supply Chain Level Effect 

The supply chain level effect is significant for all groups and the degree of chaos of the inventory generally 
increases as it goes upstream in the supply chain. The amplification of chaos in inventory is observed in other 
studies about the bullwhip effect. 

5.2 Demand Pattern Effect 

As the market demand pattern is the step demand function, the supply chain system becomes more uncertain and 
chaotic. It is more manifest in the Group 1 and Group 2, the demand pattern effect of which is significant with 
p-Value < 0.001 and A  and B  ranges of which are from 0.65 to 1.0 and from 0.0 to 0.25. Additionally, 
although Group 3-5 of the demand pattern is the step demand function and the supply chain system is more 
chaotic, these groups of demand patterns effect are not significant. Finally, Group 6-11 of the demand patterns is 
the broad pulse function and the demand pattern effect in these groups is significant. These above results are 
indicated that the sustained demand change for a longer period can lead supply chain system to become uncertain 
and chaotic. 

5.3 Lead Time Effect 

The benefit of lead time decrement is manifestly offset by the enormousness difference between A  and B  in 
Group 1, the lead time effect is conformably significant in other groups. This results is indicated that the lead 
time decreasing generally can diminish the negative impact of inventory discrepancies and supply line 
discrepancies and reduce time delay to reduce the supply chain system uncertainty. 

5.4 Demand Information Sharing Effect 

The demand information sharing effect is significant in Group 1, 2, and 5. It is attractive to note that sharing 
demand information appears to lead the supply chain to be more chaotic in Group 1 and 2, but less chaotic in 
Group 5. Only when a proper decision region (e.g., Group 5) is adopted, it is advantageous to demand 
information sharing. This result is slightly divergent to the general opinion that benefit of demand information 
sharing for supply chain. 

5.5 RFID Utilization Effectualness Effect 

The RFID utilization effectualness effect is significant in all groups. The demonstration of Figure. 5 and Figure. 
6 are shown that RFID utilization can diminish lead time, the inventory inaccuracy, and the supply chain system 
uncertainty. On the other hand, the interactions effect of RFID utilization effectualness with supply chain level 
and lead time are more significant. These above interactions effects are explained that the RFID benefit 
augments at upper supply chain levels and longer lead time.  

Finally, we investigated deeply RFID utilization effectualness for each supply chain level in lower groups(Group 
1-6), this result is shown in Table 4. In the retailer and inventory dynamics is stable, there are all of groups in the 
perfect RFID circumstance, and there are 5 groups in the better read rate and better fitness of RFID system 
circumstance. This result is implied that the inventory stability of retailer play the critical part in supply chain 
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dynamics. Hence, retailer must establish the perfect RFID or better read rate and better fitness of RFID system to 
dominate effectively the customers of purchase and inventory. As retailers can dominate effectively the 
customers of purchase and inventory by RFID, they can estimate exactly the future demands and place 
appropriate order in orders flows. In other entities and inventory dynamics is stable, there are 5 groups in the 
perfect RFID circumstance, there are 4 to 5 groups in the better read rate and better fitness of RFID system 
circumstance, and there are 4 groups in the better read rate and worse fitness of RFID system circumstance. The 
result is implied that other entities investing at the least the better read rate RFID, the combination of which can 
diminish significantly the system uncertainty. 

 

Table 4. The number of groups under each inventory dynamics, each circumstances of RFID utilization 
effectualness and each chain level in Group 1-6 

 Inventory 
dynamics 

The number of groups Circumstances of RFID utilization effectualness 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

R Stable 0 6 5 3 2 1 
Chaotic 6 0 1 3 4 5 

W Stable 0 5 5 4 3 2 
Chaotic 6 1 1 2 3 4 

D Stable 0 5 5 4 2 1 
Chaotic 6 1 1 2 4 5 

F Stable 0 5 4 4 2 1 
Chaotic 6 1 2 2 4 5 

Notation: C1: The without RFID, C2: The perfect RFID, C3: The better read rate and better fitness of RFID 
system, C4: The better read rate and worse fitness of RFID system, C5: The worse read rate and better fitness of 
RFID system, C6: The worse read rate and worse fitness of RFID system, R: Retailer, W: Wholesaler, D: 
Distributor, F: Factory 

 

6. Conclusion 
RFID applications in supply chain have been getting significant considerable attentions on the commercial 
applications and academia over the last few years. How to accurately measure the benefits and effects of RFID 
implementation is more momentous in e-SCM researches. This study explored the effect of various 
circumstances of the RFID utilization effectualness, lead time, demand pattern, and demand information sharing 
on the inventory dynamics with the Hurst exponent in the beer distribution simulation model. Hurst exponent is 
an eminent quantitative method to identify and characterize the chaotic phenomenon in a deterministic nonlinear 
system. Through the Hurst exponent analysis, the research finds that the more comparable determined 
parameters of the stock discrepancies and supply line discrepancies, the more stable market demand, shorter lead 
time, and better RFID utilization effectualness can diminish effectively instability in supply chain. In addition, 
this research explored various circumstances of RFID utilization effectualness under each supply chain entities 
to discover the minimum requirement of RFID implementation in each supply chain entities. Through this 
deeply investigation, the research suggest retailers must invest least the better read rate of RFID hardware and 
better fitness of RFID system on the retailers’ business system and other entities must adopt least the better read 
rate RFID in their storehouse management process.  
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Appendix 

Appendix 1. The coding table of simulation scenario 

Lead time Short 

Demand 
pattern 

The step demand function The broad pulse function 

Information 
sharing 

With Without With Without 

RFID 
utilization 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Supply 
chain 
level 

R 1 5 9 13 17 21 49 53 57 61 65 69 97 101 105 109 113 117 145 149 153 157 161 165

W 2 6 10 14 18 22 50 54 58 62 66 70 98 102 106 110 114 118 146 150 154 158 162 166

D 3 7 11 15 19 23 51 55 59 63 67 71 99 103 107 111 115 119 147 151 155 159 163 167

F 4 8 12 16 20 24 52 56 60 64 68 72 100 104 108 112 116 120 148 152 156 160 164 168

 

Lead time Long 

Demand 
pattern 

The step demand function The broad pulse function 

Information 
sharing 

With Without With Without 

RFID 
utilization 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

Supply 
chain 
level 

R 25 29 33 37 41 45 73 77 81 85 89 93 121 125 129 133 137 141 169 173 177 181 185 189

W 26 30 34 38 42 46 74 78 82 86 90 94 122 126 130 134 138 142 170 174 178 182 186 190

D 27 31 35 39 43 47 75 79 83 87 91 95 123 127 131 135 139 143 171 175 179 183 187 191

F 28 32 36 40 44 48 76 80 84 88 92 96 124 128 132 136 140 144 172 176 180 184 188 192

Notation: S1: The without RFID situation, S2: The perfect RFID situation, S3: The better read rate and better 
RFID system integration situation, S4: The better read rate and worse RFID system integration situation, S5: The 
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worse read rate and better RFID system integration situation, S6: The worse read rate and worse RFID system 
integration situation, R: Retailer, W: Wholesaler, D: Distributor, F: Factory 

 

Appendix 2. The ranges and initial values of parameters and simulation equations 

Variable(parameters) and defining equation Comments 

A  0.0-1.0, an increment of 0.1 

B , B A . 0.0-1.0, an increment of 0.1 

Backlog = INTEG(bFlow, 0) Backlog at retailer 

Backlog0 = INTEG(bFlow0, 0) Backlog at wholesaler 

Backlog1 = INTEG(bFlow1, 0) Backlog at distributor 

Backlog2 = INTEG(bFlow2, 0) Backlog at factory 

bFlow = ORDer - sold Accumulation of backlog at retailer 

bFlow0 = ordered – sold0 Accumulation of backlog at wholesaler 

bFlow1 = ordered0 – sold1 Accumulation of backlog at distributor 

bFlow2 = ordered1 – sold2 Accumulation of backlog at factory 

coming = ordered 2 Materials in transit to factory 

Cost = INTEG(cost increase, 0) 

cost increase = 1×(Backlog + Backlog0 + Backlog1 + Backlog2) 
+ 0.5×(Inventory + Inventory0 + Inventory1 + Inventory2) 

Total supply chain cost 

Eff Env = Inventory – Backlog Effective Inventory at retailer 

Eff Inv0 = Inventory0 – Backlog 0 Effective Inventory at wholesaler 

Eff Inv1 = Inventory1 – Backlog 1 Effective Inventory at distributor 

Eff Inv2 = Inventory2 – Backlog2 Effective Inventory at factory 

In = DELAY FIXED(sold0, 4 × (1 – RFID read rate), 4) Incoming orders at retailer for the short lead 
time; RFID read rate(see Table 2) 

In = DELAY FIXED(sold0, 8 × (1 – RFID read rate), 4) Incoming orders at retailer for the long lead 
time; RFID read rate(see Table 2) 

In0 = DELAY FIXED(sold1, 4 × (1 – RFID read rate), 4) Incoming orders at wholesaler for the short 
lead time; RFID read rate(see Table 2) 

In0 = DELAY FIXED(sold1, 8 × (1 – RFID read rate), 4) Incoming orders at wholesaler for the long 
lead time; RFID read rate(see Table 2) 

In1 = DELAY FIXED(sold2, 4 × (1 – RFID read rate), 4) Incoming orders at distributor for the short 
lead time; RFID read rate(see Table 2) 

In1= DELAY FIXED(sold2, 8 × (1 – RFID read rate), 4) Incoming orders at distributor for the long 
lead time; RFID read rate(see Table 2) 

In2 = DELAY FIXED(coming, 4 × (1 – RFID read rate), 4) Incoming orders at factory for the short lead 
time; RFID read rate(see Table 2) 

In2= DELAY FIXED(coming, 8 × (1 – RFID read rate), 4) Incoming orders at factory for the long lead 
time; RFID read rate(see Table 2) 

Inventory = INTEG(In – sold, 12) Actual inventory at retailer 

Inventory0 = INTEG(In0 – sold0, 12) Actual inventory at wholesaler 

Inventory1 = INTEG(In1 – sold1, 12) Actual inventory at distributor 

Inventory2 = INTEG(In2 – sold2, 12) Actual inventory at factory 

ORDer = 4 + STEP ( 4, 5) The demand pattern for step demand function

ORDer = 4 + (4 × PULSE TRAIN(5, 500, 1000 , 1500)) The demand pattern for broad pulse function

ordered = DELAY FIXED(placed, 1, 4) In transit orders by retailer 

ordered0 = DELAY FIXED(placed0, 1, 4) In transit orders by wholesaler 
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ordered1 = DELAY FIXED(placed1, 1, 4) In transit orders by distributor 

ordered2 = DELAY FIXED(placed2, 1, 4) In transit orders by factory 

placed = MAX(0, SMOOTH(ORDer, smoothtime) + A ×
(S –(Inventory – Backlog) – B ×(SL – supplyL))) 

SMOOTHTIME = 1, S = 12, SL = 2 × supplyL 

Orders placed by retailer without demand
information sharing 

placed0 = MAX(0, SMOOTH(ordered, smoothtime) + A  ×
(S – (Inventory0 – Backlog0) – B  × (SL0 – supplyL0))) 

SMOOTHTIME = 1, S = 12, SL0 = 2 × supplyL0 

Orders placed by wholesaler without demand
information sharing 

placed1 = MAX(0, SMOOTH(ordered0, smoothtime) + A  ×
(S – (Inventory1–Backlog1) – B  × (SL1 – supplyL1))) 

SMOOTHTIME = 1, S = 12, SL1 = 2 × supplyL1 

Orders placed by distributor without demand
information sharing 

placed2 = MAX(0, SMOOTH(ordered1, smoothtime) + A  ×
(S – (Inventory2–Backlog2) – B  × (SL2 – supplyL2))) 

SMOOTHTIME = 1, S = 12, SL2 = 2 × supplyL2 

Orders placed by factory without demand
information sharing 

placed = MAX(0, FORECAST(ORDer, 1, 2) + A  ×
(S –(Inventory–Backlog) – B  × (SL – supplyL))) 

S = 12, SL = 2 × supplyL 

Orders placed by retailer with demand
information sharing 

placed0 = MAX(0, FORECAST(ORDer, 2, 4) + A  ×
(S –(Inventory0–Backlog0) – B  × (SL0 – supplyL0))) 

S = 12, SL0 = 2 × supplyL0 

Orders placed by wholesaler with demand
information sharing 

placed1 = MAX(0, FORECAST(ORDer, 3, 6) + A  ×
(S –(Inventory1–Backlog1) – B  × (SL1 – supplyL1))) 

S = 12, SL1 = 2 × supplyL1 

Orders placed by distributor with demand
information sharing 

placed2 = MAX(0, FORECAST(ORDer, 4, 8) + A  ×
(S –(Inventory2–Backlog2) – B  × (SL2 – supplyL2))) 

S = 12, SL2 = 2 × supplyL2 

Orders placed by factory with demand
information sharing 

sFlow = placed - In Supply line accumulation for retailer 

sFlow0 = placed0 – In0 Supply line accumulation for wholesaler 

sFlow1 = placed1 – In1 Supply line accumulation for distributor 

sFlow2 = placed2 – In2 Supply line accumulation for factory 

sold = MIN(Inventory + In, ORDer + Backlog) ×
((100 –(misplacement + stealing + deficient shipment)) / 100) 

Crates sold by retailer; misplacement, 
stealing, deficient shipment(see Table 2) 

sold0 = MIN(Inventory0 + In0, ordered + Backlog0) ×
((100 –(misplacement0 + stealing0 + deficient shipment0)) / 100)

Crates sold by wholesaler; misplacement, 
stealing, deficient shipment(see Table 2) 

sold1 = MIN(Inventory1 + In1, ordered0 + Backlog1) ×
((100 –(misplacement1 + stealing1 + deficient shipment1)) / 100)

Crates sold by distributor; misplacement, 
stealing, deficient shipment(see Table 2) 

sold2 = MIN(Inventory2 + In2, ordered1 + Backlog2) ×
((100 –(misplacement2 + stealing2 + deficient shipment2)) / 100)

Crates sold by factory; misplacement, 
stealing, deficient shipment(see Table 2) 

SupplyL = INTEG(sFlow, 0) Supply line for retailer 

SupplyL0 = INTEG(sFlow0, 0) Supply line for wholesaler 

SupplyL1 = INTEG(sFlow1, 0) Supply line for distributor 

SupplyL2 = INTEG(sFlow2, 0) Supply line for factory 

INITIAL TIME = 0 The initial time for the simulation 

FINAL TIME = 2000 The final time for the simulation 

SAVEPER = TIME STEP Frequency at which output is stored 

TIME STEP = 1 The time step for the simulation 
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Appendix 3. Main effects and two-factor interaction effects of supply chain factors in 11 regions 

Factors p-Value 

Group1 Group2 Group3 Group4 Group5 Group6 Group7 Group8 Group9 Group10 Group11

Demand pattern 0.0000 

*** 

0.0002 

*** 

0.5413 0.5764 0.1094 0.0054

**

0.0031

**

0.0454

*

0.0016 

*** 

0.0001 

*** 

0.0134

*

Information 
sharing 

0.0000 

*** 

0.0000 

*** 

0.4354 0.0509 0.0001

***

0.7324 0.3422 0.1843 0.3803 0.3988 0.7167

Lead time 0.3247 0.0000 

*** 

0.0000 

*** 

0.0002

***

0.0000

***

0.0001

***

0.0000

***

0.0001

***

0.0037 

** 

0.0018 

** 

0.0032

**

Supply chain 
level 

0.0000 

*** 

0.0002 

*** 

0.0001 

*** 

0.0000

***

0.0000

***

0.0000

***

0.0000

***

0.0009

***

0.0001 

*** 

0.0000 

*** 

0.0000

***

RFID utilization 
effectualness 

0.0001 

*** 

0.0001 

*** 

0.0009 

*** 

0.0006

***

0.0000

***

0.0431

*

0.0013

**

0.0000

***

0.0039 

** 

0.0018 

** 

0.0048

**

Demand pattern 

× RFID 
utilization 
effectualness 

0.0007 

*** 

0.0006 

*** 

0.6074 0.6099 0.1096 0.0506 0.0488

*

0.0488

*

0.0498 0.0611 0.0706

Information 
sharing×RFID 
utilization 
effectualness 

0.0031 

** 

0.0027 

** 

0.4428 0.0573 0.0002

***

0.7327 0.3714 0.1843 0.3842 0.3981 0.7209

Lead time ×

RFID utilization 
effectualness 

0.1988 0.0002 

*** 

0.0002 

*** 

0.0002

***

0.0006

***

0.0012

**

0.0008

***

0.0001

***

0.0026 

** 

0.0033 

** 

0.0025

**

Supply chain 
level×RFID 
utilization 
effectualness 

0.0004 

*** 

0.0005 

*** 

0.0014 

** 

0.0013

**

0.0001

***

0.0498

*

0.0203

*

0.0337

*

0.0238 

* 

0.0245 

* 

0.0140

*

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 

 


